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THE COMPANY

THIS WEEK!

StockerCrew distributes all
manner of machinery for
Vegetation and Grass
Maintenance, Tool Carrier
Tractors, Front PTO & 3 Point
Lifters for Agricultural Tractors,
Switching cooling fans and other
accessories / implements.
StockerCrew's primary regard
is quality; an element essential

NOREMAT MAGISTRA

The Ultimate Side Arm Mower
The new generation Magistra is designed to perform even in the most
intensive verge maintenance work. Articulation technology for the
Magistra range is based on that found in heavier construction and
industrial applications; this ensures safe operation in all conditions.
There is a wide range of reaches from 5.50 m to 8.30 m, a wide range
of configurations  offset arm, Visiobra or telescopic arm  to ensure
that there is a model ideally suited to each application. Robust and
efficient, the Magistra range provides multipurpose equipment for professional users.

to the long term success of our
competitive position, reputation

What does Noremat offer that others in the market don't?

and customer satisfaction.

FIXASPEED 'Y' FLAIL. Quick release mounting system for onsite flail replacement.
Rolmax Rotor for heavy branch and tree removal. Forestry hammer flails can rotate through 360
degrees. No need to change cutter head, just change rotor shafts.
Closed circuit piston pump technology was developed for machines
where constant highpower is required. The increased hydraulic power
available, due to the Closed circuit piston pump technology, of 7384HP
requires the use of a toothbelt drive system. This beltdrive system
gives a maintenance free life of 30005000 hours and positions the
motor out of harm's way.
Floating mowing head position from Noremat. This system is switched on and off from the operators seat
and even when activated the operator retains control over the cutting head position.
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Noremat Magitsra  The Ultimate Side Arm Mower (continued..)
The Visiobra concept gives perfect vision for the operator with the road and the mowing head in the same
field of vision. The telescopic section giving perfect control when the mower head extension needs
adjustment.

Better stability and safety having the pivot point to the right of the
tractor centre line gives more stability to the machine.
On a sidearm flail mower, the cylinders are normally singleacting, To
prevent the arm tipping because of its own weight when it passes the
vertical position Noremat have a sensor placed at the bottom of the
first arm which automatically switches the cylinders to doubleacting
mode. The operator keeps control of arm movements at all times.
Reverse breakback acts in the event of an erroneous manoeuvre, the arm gives slightly forwards, thus
protecting the cylinder from breakage. This system also comes into action if the driver is forced to break
heavily when working on a steep downhill slope.
The sliding armrest eliminates friction of the forearm on the rest and
reduces flexing and torsion of the operators wrist by 30%.
The quickattach coupling allows for easy changing of cutter head for
saw blade, hedgecutter, drain cleaner etc.
Noremat Magistra Main Frame provides the solution to constantly
increasing stresses caused by increased work speeds, even more powerful tractors and higher transit
speeds.
StockerCrew's entire range of products can be viewed at www.stockercrew.com.au. If you require
further information please do not hesitate to contact us.
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